Rethinking Programming Why?
Small World
Find the heart.....

...of the community
Libraries = Strong Communities
How to keep all of the ideas:

Everywhere
How to keep all of the ideas:
How do we create?
Breathe.....
Observe.....
Listen.....
What is your community?
Who are they?  
What do they need?  
How do we effect them?  
When do they need us?  
What are they looking for?
Explore

What is unique about your Community?
Experiences Everywhere
Opportunity
Common Vision = Partner Plan Provide
revitalize sustainability culture
information preserve support
reflect community needs business
people
Programs
Ideas

- Yearly
- Quarterly
- Monthly
- Weekly
- What can we do?

FOCUS on 2?
Goal
Because transformation is essential to the communities we serve.
ANY QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!